
This is your invitation to “The Peace Heard Project”. This document describes the project, 
who can participate as sculptors, and the requirements for the sculptures.

“The Peace Heard Project” is an idea inspired by the Terra Cotta Warriors, a huge sculptural installation 
in Xi'an, China where Emperor Qin Shi Huang had an entire army and its equipment built from clay and bronze 
to protect his tomb. Each figure is unique with their different face and armor. To see eight thousand figures 
together makes a powerful impact.

This incredible sculptural example made me think: “What would happen if we represent people who have 
made social progress through peaceful means instead of warriors?   People like Gandhi, Martin Luther King or 
Steve Jobs have done incredible things without violence, they should be celebrated.“  “What an awesome 
sculpture park that would be. Think of what an incredible example it would set for future generations.”   This 
struck me as a really powerful idea, and I have given it the name “The Peace Heard Project.” Heard because we 
will be hearing their stories. I have been planning how to make something so grand happen.

The finished product “The Peace Heard Project” will be a massive collaborative sculpture over a five-acre site 
where a flyover will reveal an image of a peace dove. The paths around it will be lighted to make the image of 
the dove visible at night.  The permanent site will grow over time, with the goal of matching the number of 
soldiers found in Xi’an, eight thousand or more. As artists submit pieces, paths will add to the size of the aerial 
dove image.  The installation site will also have two separate buildings. One building for conferences, meetings, 
and school groups to meet indoors, talk, and have lessons. The other building for maintaining the sculptures and 
processing them as they arrive. 

A website with the biography of each figure and its artist will be maintained and translated into six languages so 
that visitors will be able to reference the story of the figure while on the site. In addition I would like to collect a 
short biography of the artists/groups/patrons who provide a sculpture. The website will also house any 
documents that relate to “The Peace Heard Project.” These may include fund raising efforts, approaches to art 
organizations for help exhibiting the figures temporarily, and all other interesting discoveries unearthed in 
making the choice of the person to be sculpted. 

The plan: A different artist makes each sculpture.  Artists from around the world will create a sculpture of 
someone from their local area who has done something that deserves recognition, e.g., South Africa's Nelson 
Mandela,  Seattle Washington’s Superior Court Judge David Soukup or Britain’s Erin Pizzy. The Artist will find 
a local venue to show their sculpture along with the story of how it fits in “The Peace Heard Project.” Once we 
reach critical mass, we will get a land grant for a permanent installation and figures will be transported to the 
site with appropriate ceremony. 
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The requirements for an organization or artist who would like to submit a sculpture are as follows: Any 
artist or organization that is capable of building a sculpture able to handle outdoor conditions for fifty years or 
more may submit their figure for the permanent installation.  The artist must make a respectful sculpture that 
represents their approved inductee.  Material can include but not limited to: ceramic, stone, bronze, plastic, 
topiary, wood, steel, etc. Originally I envisioned figures being contributed by schools - a sculpture done in a 
learning setting with a group of students working together to nominate, build, and tell the story of their 
approved figure. Any single artist inspired to create a figure that fits the requirements is welcome as well. 
Commissioned pieces of an approved inductee are also welcome .

The requirements for the physical sculpture are as follows: The sculpture needs to be the scale of the person 
it represents whether it is abstract or representational.  The person may be represented  sitting, standing, or 
kneeling. The sculpture needs to be constructed from materials that can handle a wide range of temperatures.  
There must be a way to mount the sculpture to a permanent pedestal. There needs to be room for rods to go up 
into the bottom of the piece so that it can be made earthquake resistant.

Artists are required to find a temporary place to present their sculpture along with its story and how it fits 
into  “The Peace Heard Project.”  This is the “Heard” part of  the concept, and will make “The Peace Heard 
Project’s” installation  a place that will be visited by folks from every nation. 

“The Peace Heard Project”-- eight-thousand examples of how amazing humankind is and the incredible 
things it does to resolve conflict, and social unrest that affect everybody alive -- will be an enduring testament 
that the world can be made healthier 
with peaceful action. 

Help turn this vision into a reality.
Build a sculpture.
Donate funds.
Induct a person.
Translate this paper.
Share this idea.
Print and distribute this page.
Thanks for your participation
Sincerely,
Geoffrey K. Nicastro - Curator of The Peace Heard Project
 

Come to my discussion group Friday March 21st at 5:00pm at the 2014 NCECA conference. 
Wisconsin Center Ballroom D, 400 W. Wisconsin Avenue Milwaukee, WI  53203
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